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Abstract
This lecture address the following two key criticisms of the empirical application of revealed
preference theory: When the RP conditions do not reject, they do not provide precise predic-
tions; and when they do reject, they do not help characterize the nature of irrationality or the
degree/direction of changing tastes. Recent developments in the application of RP theory are
shown to have rendered these criticisms unfounded. A powerful test of rationality is avail-
able that also provides a natural characterization of changing tastes. Tight bounds on demand
responses and on the welfare costs of relative price and tax changes are also available and are
shown to work well in practice. (JEL: D11, D12, C14)
1. Introduction
Measuring the responses of consumers to variation in prices and income is at the
centre of applied welfare economics: It is a vital ingredient of tax policy reform
analysis and is also key to the measurement of market power in modern empirical
industrialeconomics.Parametricmodelshavedominatedapplicationsinthisﬁeld
but, I will argue, this is both unwise and unnecessary. To quote Dan McFadden
in his presidential address to the Econometric Society: “[parametric regression]
interposes an untidy veil between econometric analysis and the propositions of
economic theory”. Popular parametric models place strong assumptions on both
income and price responses. The objective of the research reported here is to
accomplish all that is required from parametric models of consumer behaviour
using only nonparametric regression and revealed preference theory. The idea is
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to fully exploit micro data on consumer expenditures and incomes across a ﬁnite
set of discrete relative price or tax regimes. This is achieved by combining the
theoryofrevealedpreference(RP)withthenonparametricestimationofconsumer
expansion paths (Engel curves).
Central to the criticism of nonparametric revealed preference theory is that it
has no bite. That is, it cannot really discriminate between rational and irrational
behaviour.Therearetwomainconcerns:Whenitdoesn’treject,itdoesn’tprovide
us with precise predictions. When it does reject, it doesn’t help us characterize
either the nature of irrationality or the degree or direction of changing tastes.
I will argue that recent developments in the application of RP theory have
rendered these criticisms unfounded. It is relatively easy to construct a powerful
testofrationalityforbothexperimentalandobservationaldata.Moreover,wecan
consider rationality over groups of decisions, over types of individuals and over
periods of time. This allows a characterization of changing tastes. Where we do
not reject we can also provide tight bounds on welfare costs of relative price and
tax changes as well as tight bounds on demand responses (and elasticities).
At the heart of this analysis are three key aims. First, to provide a powerful
test of integrability conditions on individual household data without the need for
parametric models of consumer behavior. Second, to provide tight bounds on
welfare costs of relative price and tax changes. Third, to provide tight bounds on
demand responses (and elasticities) to relative price and tax changes.
Historically, parametric speciﬁcations in the analysis of consumer behaviour
havebeenbasedontheWorking-LeserorPiglogformofpreferencesinwhichbud-
get shares are linear in the log of total expenditure (see Muellbauer 1976). These
underlie the popular Almost Ideal and Translog demand models of Deaton and
Muellbauer(1980)andJorgenson,Lau,andStoker(1982).However,morerecent
empirical studies on individual data have suggested that further nonlinear terms,
in particular quadratic logarithmic income terms, provide a much more reliable
speciﬁcation (see, for example, Hausman, Newey, Ichimura, and Powell 1995,
Lewbel 1991, Blundell, Pashardes, and Weber 1993). This was brought together
in the Quadratic Almost Ideal Demand System (QUAIDS) by Banks, Blundell,
and Lewbel (1997), which provided a fully integrable system consistent with
the quadratic logarithmic Engel curve speciﬁcation and allowing second-order
ﬂexibility of relative price responses. Nonetheless, relative price effects remain
constrained in an unnatural way across individuals with different incomes. In
these lectures, this line of research is taken one important step further allowing
the fully nonparametric estimation of Engel curves and, by using revealed pref-
erence restrictions alone at each point, in the income distribution, also allowing
priceresponsestobequiteunrestrictedacrossindividualswithdifferentincomes.
With a relatively small number of price regimes: across locations or points in
time or both, nonparametric revealed preference theory provides a natural setting
for the study observed behavior. The attraction of RP theory is that it allows an“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 213 — #3
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assessment of the empirical validity of the usual integrability conditions with-
out the need to impose particular functional forms on preferences. Although
developed to describe individual demands by Afriat (1973) and Diewert (1973)
following the seminal work of Samuelson (1938) and Houthakker (1950), it has
usually been applied to aggregate data even though this presents a number of
problems.1 First, on aggregate data, ‘outward’ movements of the budget line are
often large enough, and relative price changes are typically small enough, that
budget lines rarely cross (see Varian 1982; and Bronars 1995). This means that
aggregate data may lack power to reject revealed preference conditions. Second,
if we do reject revealed preference conditions on aggregate data then we have
no way of assessing whether this is due to a failure at the micro level or rather
to inappropriate aggregation across households that do satisfy the integrability
conditions yet have different nonhonothetic preference. By combining nonpara-
metric statistical methods with a revealed preference analysis of micro data, we
can overcome these problems.
The central contribution of the Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2003)
study was to develop a method for choosing a sequence of total expenditures
that maximize the power of tests of generalized axiom of revealed preference
(GARP)withrespecttoagivenpreferenceordering.Theytermthisthesequential
maximum power (SMP) path and present some simulation evidence showing that
these GARP tests have considerable power against some key alternatives. From
thisideaitispossibletodevelopamethodofboundingtruecost-of-livingindices.
Inparticular,extendingtheinsightsinArrow(1958)andWald(1939)wemaythus
obtainthetightestupperandlowerboundsforindifferencecurvespassingthrough
any chosen point in the commodity space. Blundell, Browning, and Crawford
(2004) turn their attention to demand responses and show that these methods
can be used to calculate best nonparametric bounds on demand responses and on
responses to tax reforms. The tightness of these bounds depends on the closeness
of the new prices to the sets of previously observed prices and the restrictions
placed on cross-price effects.
In this lecture I review these advances and point to the direction of further
research.
2. Data: Observational or Experimental?
2.1. Observational Data
For most interesting problems in consumer economics we must rely on observa-
tional data. In particular, we typically have consumer budget surveys in which
1. See Manser and McDonald (1988), and the references therein.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 214 — #4
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there is continuous micro data on incomes and expenditures, a ﬁnite set of
observed price and/or tax regimes, and discrete demographic differences across
households.TheaimoftheempiricalRPresearchreportedhereistousethisinfor-
mation alone, together with revealed preference theory, to assess consumer ratio-
nality and to place tight bounds on behavioural responses and welfare changes.
However, as in much of applied microeconomics, working through the opti-
mal design for an experiment is a useful lead in to observational design.
2.2. Experimental Data: Is There a Best Design?
Supposewewererunningalabexperiment:Whatwouldbethebestdesigntotest
restrictions from RP theory? In order to answer this, consider ﬁrst a sequence of
demands that constitutes a rejection of RP. The demands q(x3) in the sequence
q(x1),q(x2),q(x3) described in Figure 1 display such a rejection. In Figure 1;
there are two goods and three price regimes; q(x2) is revealed to be at least as
good as q(x1) and q(x3) at least as good as q(x2). The transitive closure shows
that q(x3) is at least as good as q(x1). On the other hand, a direct comparison
Figure 1. RP rejection.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 215 — #5
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of q(x3) and q(x1) shows that q(x3) is strictly preferred to q(x1). Thus we have
a rejection. Were the budget line x3 moved further out, the possible region of
rejection would shrink. Moreover, if it were to move in it would be uninformative
in deciding upon a RP rejection. Thus, the particular path of budgets for any
sequence of prices inﬂuences the chance of ﬁnding a rejection. So is there an
optimal path?
Toinvestigatethisfurther,considerthefollowingassumptionsonpreferences
and the resulting proposition.
Assumption 1. For each agent, there exists a set of demand functions q(p,x) :
 J+1
++ →  J
++. We deﬁne qt(x) to be an expansion path for given prices in time
and location t.
Assumption 2. (Weak normality). If x>x   then q
j
t (x) ≥ q
j
t (x ) for all j and
all pt.
Now deﬁne the sequential maximum power (SMP) path
{˜ xs, ˜ xt, ˜ xu,...,˜ xv,x w}={ p 
sqt(˜ xt),p 
tqu(˜ xu),p 
vqw(˜ xw),xw
Proposition 1. (Blundell, Browning, and Crawford 2003). Suppose that the
sequence
{qs(xs),qt(xt),qu(xu),...,qu(xu),qw(xw)}
rejects RP. Then the SMP path also rejects RP.
If there is an RP rejection to be found on any budget path along a particular
sequence of relative prices, the SMP will ﬁnd it. This result is great for experi-
mental design, but (as argued above), for the most part we will want to work with
individual observational data. In observational data we typically have a given
ﬁnite sequence of relative price regimes and cannot experimentally vary the bud-
get along that sequence. However, individual data will allow us to estimate local
expansion paths: nonparametric Engel curves. If we knew the expansion paths
qt(x) as in Figure 2, then we can improve the RP test as indicated by the proposi-
tion. The aim therefore is to develop nonparametric expansion paths that mimic
the experimental design.
3. What Does the Observational Data Look Like?
The data were drawn from the repeated cross-sections of household-level data
in the British Family Expenditure Survey (1974–2001). The FES is a random
sample of about 7,000 households per year. From this we used a sub sample of“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 216 — #6
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Figure 2. Testing GARP with expansion paths.
all the two-adult households, including those with and without children.2 For
the purposes of this discussion, each year of data is treated as a separate price
regime. The commodity groups are non durable expenditures grouped into: beer,
wine,spirits,tobacco,meat,dairy,vegetables,bread,otherfoods,foodconsumed
outsidethehome,electricity,gas,adultclothing,children’sclothingandfootwear,
household services, personal goods and services, leisure goods, entertainment,
leisure services, fares, motoring, and petrol.3 We turn ﬁrst to the total budget
variable in our Engel curve analysis. This is typically transformed by the log
transformation because total outlay is often supposed to have a normal cross-
section distribution. To see the power of the kernel method, Figure 3 presents
the (Gaussian) kernel density estimation using a group of about 1,000 household,
from the U.K. Family Expenditure Survey. These are married couples with no
children (so as to keep a reasonable degree of homogeneity in the demographic
structure).
Theresultsareinterestingandshowthatitisrelativelydifﬁculttodistinguish
the nonparametric density from the ﬁtted normal curve, which is also shown. The
bivariate kernel density plot in Figure 4 indicates that the joint density of food
expenditure share and log total expenditure seems close to bivariate normal, with
2. A further selection of households with cars was made in order to include motoring expenditures
and, in particular, petrol as commodity groups.
3. More precise descriptions of components of the commodity groups are provided in Blundell,
Browning, and Crawford (2003).“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 217 — #7
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Figure 3. The density of log expenditure, FES 1980.
Figure 4. Bivariate kernel density: food share and log expenditure.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 218 — #8
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Figure 5. Nonparametric Engel curve: food share.
strong negative correlation. The line through the bivariate distribution is the local
conditional mean or the kernel regression, to which we next turn.
To provide an idea of the importance of allowing ﬂexibility in the shape of
the Engel curve relationship, Figures 5 and 6 present kernel regressions for the
Engel curves of two commodity groups in the FES together with a quadratic
polynomial regression. These curves are presented for a relatively homogeneous
group of married women without children, although the next section will discuss
how sociodemographic heterogeneity might be accommodated in kernel-based
regression techniques.
Figure 6. Nonparametric Engel curve: alcohol share.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 219 — #9
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4. From Statistical Engel Curves to Structural Expansion Paths
4.1. Improving RP Tests
InordertoutilizethesestatisticalEngelcurvesintheanalysisofRPconditions,we
need to develop structural expansion paths. From these we can then ascertain the
demands as we move the budget line and in turn mimic the experimental design.
Structural expansion paths need to be based on an empirically acceptable and
theoretically sound method for pooling over demographic types. They must also
allow for endogeneity of total expenditure within the nonparametric regression.
The nonparametric nature of these estimates means that they provide ﬂexible
expansion paths that differ across markets, i.e., by time period and location.
4.2. Pooling Expansion Paths over Demographic Types
Let {(lnxi,w ij)}n
i=1 represent a sequence of n household observations on the log
oftotalexpenditureinInxi andonthejthbudgetsharewij.Also,letzj represent
a vector of discrete demographic variables. The Engel share curve is given by:
E(wij|x,z) = Gj(lnxi,z i).
Apopularsemiparametricspeciﬁcationinthepartiallylinearmodel(seeRobinson
1988):
E(wij|x,z) = gj(lnxi) + z 
iγj.
However, the following proposition shows this to be a particularly restrictive
choice once RP conditions are imposed.
Proposition 2. (Blundell, Browning, and Crawford 2003). Suppose that bud-
get shares have the following form that is additive in functions of lnx and
demographics z
wj(lnp,lnx,z) = mj(lnp,z)+ gj(lnp,lnx).
If Slutsky symmetry holds and if the effects of demographics on budget shares are
unrestricted, then gj(·) is linear in lnx.
Thus, if the simple partially linear form is used then, to make it generally
consistent with RP, preferences are restricted to the semi-log budget share class
known as Piglog (Muellbauer 1976).
An attractive alternative is the shape-invariant or shape-similar speciﬁcation.
Härdle and Marron (1990) and Pinske and Robinson (1995) propose such a gen-
eralization of the partially linear model:
E(wij|x,z) = gj(lnxi − φ(z 
iθ))+ z 
iαj.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 220 — #10
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Deﬁning s = 0,1,...,S distinct demographic groups of size ns say, different
family sizes, these shape invariant restrictions have the form
gs
j(lnxi) = g0
j(lnxiφ(zs θ)) + zs 
αj.
In practice this transformation has been found to work well, see Blundell,
Duncan and Pendakur (1998), for example. This semiparametric method of pool-
ing across household types is adopted in the work that follows.
4.3. Endogeneity of Total Expenditure
Endogeneity has to be a key concern in giving a structural interpretation to a
statistical relationship. Consider the endogeneity of total expenditure x.I ti sv e r y
likely that the total budget and individual commodity demands are jointly deter-
mined. Instrumental variable estimates for nonparametric regression have been
developed in a sequence of recent papers: Newey and Powell (2003); Darolles,
Florens,andRenault(2000);andHallandHorowitz(2003);thesearereviewedin
BlundellandPowell(2003).Hereweconsidertheestimationofthesemiparamet-
ric model that includes the shape-invariant restrictions. For this we consider the
semiparametric IV estimates under the shape-invariant restrictions as developed
in Blundell, Chen, and Kristensen (2003).
Figure 7 presents the estimates of for food shares for two adult families with
and without children.4 The plots offer a comparison of the fully nonparametric
estimate vs. the semiparametric one, and the endogenous case vs. the exogenous
one. Together with the estimated Engel curves, they also report 95% pointwise
conﬁdence bands of these. The bands were obtained using the non-parametric
bootstrapbasedon1,000resamples.5 AsnotedinBlundell,Chen,andKristensen
(2003), the nonparametric IV estimates using the subsample of households with-
out children should be interpreted with care. The estimates are quite imprecise.
OurmainfocusisonthelowerRHSplotineachpanelwhichrepresentsthesemi-
parametric IV estimates under the shape invariant restrictions. Several interesting
features are present in the plots. As may be expected, the estimated shares of
alcohol and food-out for households with children are everywhere below those
for households without children. As family size increases, for any given total out-
lay the shares going to alcohol and food-out fall while the share going to food-in
increase. So there is a shift in expenditure shares from one set of nondurables
to another when families have children. The curvature also changes signiﬁcantly
as we allow for endogeneity. Therefore, neglecting potential endogeneity in the
4. The comparison is between households with no children and those with one or two children.
5. Further details of these plots and more plots for a range of goods are described in the Blundell,
Chen, and Kristensen paper.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 221 — #11
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Figure 7. The estimated Engel curve for food:dashed curves with children; solid curves without
children; plusses (+) 95% conﬁdence bands.
estimation can lead to incorrect estimates of the Engel curve shape. The Engel
curveforfood-in,forexample,showsamuchmorepronouncedreverse“S”shape
under endogeneity, with a more dramatic shift to the right in the curve resulting
from the presence of children.
The semiparametric efﬁcient estimates of the θ and α parameters for the full
set of goods are given in Table 1. The estimates are plausibly signed in both the
endogenous and exogenous cases. However, the data supports the hypothesis that
totalexpenditureisendogenous.Theresultsshowastrongimpactonθ ofallowing
for endogeneity. This parameter measures the general log equivalence scale for
the presence of children with a couple normalized to unity. The LS estimate
is implausibly low, whereas the IV estimate is very plausible and represents an
equivalencescaleofabout0.45,normalizedtounityforacouplewithoutchildren.
This is also seen in the more dramatic shift in the plotted curves between the
two groups as commented on previously. One can give an interpretation to the
estimates of α; for example the negative value of α for alcohol shows the decline“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 222 — #12
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Table 1. Efﬁcient estimates of θ in the exogenous and endogenous case.
Semiparametric IV Semiparametric LS
Coefﬁcient Std. (10−3×) Coefﬁcient Std. (10−3×)
θ 0.3698 57.4712 0.1058 34.3810
α - alcohol −0.0216 4.5047 −0.0239 2.5322
α - fares −0.0023 2.5089 −0.0092 1.4027
α - food-in 0.0213 6.5406 0.0461 4.8861
α food-out 0.0006 3.6744 −0.0046 2.4182
α fuel −0.0035 2.7611 0.0054 1.9069
α - leisure 0.0388 10.9148 −0.0016 6.2392
α - travel −0.0384 5.9912 −0.0226 3.9748
in the overall alcohol budget share, given total equalized expenditure, that occurs
for larger households.
It is these semiparametric IV estimates of Engel curves that we use to con-
struct structural expansion paths. With these in place, for each price regime we
can now go on to test for periods that do not reject the RP conditions and provide
bounds on demand responses and welfare measures.
5. Bounds on Demand Responses
With the nonparametric expansion paths in place, we can consider rejections of
the RP restrictions. This plan is carried out in detail in Blundell, Browning, and
Crawford (2003). However, not only can we improve the power of the RP test,
we can also address the ﬁrst of the two main concerns raised in the Introduction.
Namely, where we don’t reject, we can show how to improve the precision of
the bounds on demand responses and on welfare costs of price regulation or tax
reforms.
5.1. Bounding Demand Curves
Varian (1982) provided a comprehensive analysis on demand response bounds
underRPconditions.InFigure8wepresentatwo-goodtwo-periodVarian(1982)
best support set for demand responses for new prices p0.
Suppose we observe a set of demand vectors {q1,q2,...,qT} that record the
choicesmadebyaconsumerwhenfacedbythesetofprices{p1,p2,...,pT}.Var-
ian(1982)posesthequestionofhow,whilstrespectingthestandardrequirements
of rationality but without making any parametric assumptions about preferences,
we can use such data to predict demands if we have a new price vector p0 with
total outlay x0. He suggests the notion of a support set, which is deﬁned as:
SV(p0,x 0) =

q0 : p 
0q0 = x0,q0 ≥ 0 and
{pt,qt}t=0,...,T satisﬁes RP

.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 223 — #13
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Figure 8. The Varian support set.
That is, the set of demands on the budget surface that are nonparametrically
consistent with the existing data. If the original set of demands does not satisfy
the RP conditions then this set is, of course, empty.
Another possible resolution is to assume something more speciﬁc about
the way in which demands vary with the total budget. In this case we gen-
erally have tighter bounds. To illustrate this, consider Figure 9, which simply
adds linear expansion paths (denoted by q1(x) and q2(x)) through the origin
(homothetic).
Astheﬁgureshows,theonlydemandsonthenewbudgetlinethatareconsis-
tent with GARP and with the original data and expansion paths constitute a strict
subset of the original bounds. The problem with this approach is, of course, that
preferences may not be homothetic, and the assumed expansion paths may not be
anything like the true expansion paths. Nevertheless, if the true expansion paths
available then this would provide a basis upon which to proceed with tightening
the bounds.
Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2004) derive the following properties
for the support set for demand responses S(p0,x 0) derived from the intersection
demands on each nonparametric expansion path. These support sets generate the
E-bounds for demand curves.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 224 — #14
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Figure 9. The support set under homotheticity.
Proposition 3. (Blundell, Browning, and Crawford 2004).
A. For any (p0,x), if the intersection demands (pt,qt(˜ xt))t=1...T satisfy GARP
then the support set in nonempty.
B. The set S(p0,x 0) is convex.
C. For any point on the new budget line that is not in S(p0,x 0), we have that
the intersection demands and this point fail GARP.
A corollary of this proposition is that S(p0,x 0) provides the best nonpara-
metric bounds on demand responses that are local to each income percentile.
We label the bounds that correspond to this best support set “E-bounds”
because they are based on expansion paths. From Figure 10 it is straightforward
to see how these bounds can be used to tighten the bounds on complete demand
responses.Notethattheseboundsarelocaltoeachpointintheincomedistribution.
5.2. What Features of the Data Narrow the Bounds?
Here we brieﬂy investigate what conditions lead to narrow E-bounds. That is,
when do we get tight bounds on behavioural responses to new prices?“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 225 — #15
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Figure 10. E-bounds on demand responses.
To do this, consider the set of relative prices we observe in our U.K. data
over the period 1975 to 2000. This is presented in Figure 11 and here we choose
just three aggregate goods in order to enhance the visual analysis. The relative
prices show the dramatic shift in the relative price of food in the late 1970s. The
line with the crosses show one particular path for the change in the price of food,
holding all others at their normalized value of unity. Suppose we are interested
in bounding the demand curve for this relative price change. We can do this at
different income levels, but where will the bounds be tightest?
In Figures 12 and 13 we consider a simple illustrative case. In the ﬁrst ﬁgure
we have two observed periods (with the price of good 3 normalized to unity);
the observed relative prices are given by the stars in Figure 12. We can always
ﬁnd a starting hypothetical price that is a convex combination of observed prices;
in the ﬁgure, one is shown by the circle. This should give good bounds. As
can be seen, however, any variation of the price of good 1 leads to hypothet-
ical prices outside the convex hull of observed prices (in this case simply the
line between the observed prices) and this yields wide bounds. Yet given three
observed prices (Figure 13), we can ﬁnd a starting value and variations that stay
withintheconvexhull.Thus,aslongaswehaveasmanyperiodsasgoods,wecan“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 226 — #16
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Figure 11. The times series of relative prices.
ﬁnd a hypothetical starting value and variations that allow us to stay within the
convex hull.
Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2004) provide a general result for this
intuitionandshowthat,asweexpandtheconvexsethull,wegenerallyalsoshrink
the E-bounds on demand responses.
Figure 12. Convex combination.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 227 — #17
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Figure 13. Convex hull.
5.3. E-Bounds on Demand Responses
These ideas work extremely well in application. For example, consider applying
these ideas to the estimated nonparametric expansion paths and the relative price
path in Figure 11. Figure 14 shows the convex hull of prices over which there
Figure 14. Convex hull for RP consistent comparisons.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 228 — #18
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Figure 15. E-bounds to demand responses.
are no RP rejections for an individual deﬁned by the median income in 1985;
the resulting E-bounds on demand responses for food at this income level are
presentedinFigure15.Theseﬁguresshowthattightboundsareachievableinside
the convex hull, where the relative price information is dense.
5.4. Separability
Separability and other dimension-reducing restrictions can also help enormously
in improving the precision of the bounds on demand responses. With two goods
wecanachievepointidentiﬁcationofdemandresponsesateachobservedrelative
price. With more than two goods, support sets only collapse to a point at the base
price.Varian(1986)carefullylaysouttheRPconditionsforweakandhomothetic
separability. The imposition of these separability restrictions strictly narrows the
supportsetandcanbeeasilyaddedtothesetofRPconditionsdeﬁningE-bounds.
6. Bounds on Welfare Measures and Cost-of-Living Indices
In addition to bounding demand responses, we can also show that using nonpara-
metric expansion paths provides the best nonparametric bounds on welfare costs“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 229 — #19
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Figure 16. Bounds on the cost-of-living index using expansion paths.
of price regulation or tax reforms. This approach was developed systematically
in Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2003), and the intuition can be seen from
Figure 16. In this ﬁgure the upper and lower E-bounds on the indifference sur-
face passing through q1 are given by the piecewise linear lines that describe the
revealed better and revealed worse sets relative to q1.
The dashed lines marked “upper” and “lower” shows the bounds on the cost
function for some new set of relative prices pz. An early reference for this insight
can be found in Arrow (1958), where the “tightest” upper and lower bounds for
indifference curves passing through any chosen point in the commodity space.
The application of these bounds will be important in welfare economics and
can be illustrated in the analysis of cost of living bounds. Figure 17 provides such
an analysis using the British FES data. In this graph, taken from the Blundell,
Browning, and Crawford (2003) study, the E-bounds on cost of living are repre-
sentedbythesolidlinesandtheclassicalrevealedpreferenceboundsbythedashed
line.Theboundsfromclassicalrevealedpreferencerestrictionsofthetypeusedby
Varian (1982) and calculated using the demands in each period at median within-
period total budget are also reported. Conﬁrming the results in Varian (1982)
and Manser and McDonald (1988), classical nonparametric/revealed preference
bounds based on the median demand data give little additional information on
the curvature of the indifference curve through commodity space, and hence the
bounds on the true index are wide. However, by the use of expansion paths we
can dramatically improve these bounds.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 230 — #20
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Figure 17. GARP bounds and classical RP bounds, 1974 to 1993.
Blundell, Browning, and Crawford (2003) also show that the chained
Törnqvist index is the only one of the traditional parametric indices that lies
almost everywhere within these bounds and gives some support to its use in prac-
tise. Moreover, the E-bounds are also shown to be tight and perhaps sufﬁcient for
most policy purposes without making untenable assumptions.
7. How Should We Characterize Changing Tastes?
The question arises of how we should react when the data are not exactly in line
with RP conditions. In this approach we allow local perturbations to preferences
to describe the degree of taste changes, or a shift in marginal utility. This will
allow us to assess the direction of taste change and will enable an evaluation of
how tastes change for rich and poor. Essentially we ask the question: Are relative
price changes enough to explain consumer behavior or do we require changes in
tastes?
First we explore whether these estimated changes in tastes are statistically
signiﬁcant or simply reﬂect sampling variation in the estimated expansion paths.
The details of this method are developed in Blundell, Browning, and Crawford
(2004). To implement the approach, a minimum distance method is used in order
to estimate perturbed demands that are local to each income percentile and data
period. The minimum is taken subject to the RP conditions.“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 231 — #21
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Figure 18. Taste changes across the income distribution.
For each good and time period and for each income level, a series of per-
turbations is calculated. For the three goods described before the sequence of
perturbations is given in Figure 18.
The results of this empirical analysis show that tastes do appear to change.
They also show that tastes change slowly and that this taste change differs across
the income distribution. Blundell, Browning, and Crawford document periods of
tastestabilityforsometypesofconsumersovercertaingroupsofgoods.Forquite
long contiguous periods of time, RP conditions are not rejected. Consequently
the convex hull can be expanded and E-bounds further improved. This approach
allows an increased set of goods and periods for which RP conditions are not
rejected and consequently expands the convex hull. Using this idea the improve-
ment in the bounds reported in Figure 15 are shown in Figure 19.
8. What Has Been Achieved and What Is Next?
This paper has shown the attraction of recent new developments in empirical
revealed preference analysis. There is now a powerful test of rationality that is“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 232 — #22
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Figure 19. Improved E-bounds on demand responses.
achievedcompletelywithinanonparametricframeworkandallowsanassessment
of rationality by point in the income distribution, by groups of goods, by time
periods. This approach enables a characterization of changing tastes. We have
derivedtightnonparametricbounds(E-bounds)oncost-of-livingindicesandwel-
fare measures as well as tight nonparametric bounds on demand responses while
avoiding the speciﬁcations in traditional welfare and IO analysis that heavily
restrict substitution effects and their variation across the income distribution.
ToclosethisdiscussionIshalltohighlightthreefurtherchallengesforempir-
ical RP analysis. The ﬁrst concerns dimension reduction. The second relates to
the case of continuous price data and concerns the imposition of economic shape
restrictions in nonparametric regression. The third concerns the development of
a theoretically consistent approach to unobserved heterogeneity. These are press-
ing, yet exciting, areas for research.
Empirical studies of differentiated products in industrial organisation have
increased the need for ﬂexible measures of substitution parameters. With the
large number of products typically under study, some dimension reduction is“zwu0213” — 2005/5/21 — page 233 — #23
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required.ThemostnaturalapproachistheGorman–Lancasterstylehedonicmod-
els of characteristics demand. This has become more prevalent with the advent
of widely available consumer panels. Important steps have already been taken in
the recent paper by Blow, Browning, and Crawford (2004), which analyses the
characteristics demand using a consumer panel data. Consumer panels provide a
natural source of information for characteristics models and an exciting prospect
for RP analysis.
In relation to the second concern, when price data is continuous, the RP
algorithm used in the work reported in this paper is not available. We need to
be able to test and impose economic shape restrictions in nonparametric regres-
sion. Here again there is important recent work. For example, Yatchew and Bos
(1997) develop a procedure that can easily incorporate constraints on derivatives
(such as the Slutsky conditions). Hall and Yatchew (2004) propose a class of
bootstrap-based tests for a variety of hypotheses including additive separability,
monotonicity, and convexity as well as radial symmetry in density estimation.
Finally there is the issue of unobserved heterogeneity. In nonparametric
regression analysis, this is the equivalent of nonseparable errors; it is well known
that additive preference errors presents a highly restrictive preference speciﬁca-
tion, see Brown and Walker (1989) and Lewbel (2001). In the absence of long
panels on individual consumer choices, the identiﬁcation of preferences with
unobserved heterogeneity places restrictions on behaviour. McFadden (1973,
2004), McFadden and Richter (1991), and Matzkin (1994) were at the forefront
of developing a stochastic revealed preference analysis, and in a path-breaking
study Brown and Matzkin (1998) develop a relatively ﬂexible and theoretically
consistentspeciﬁcationinwhichmarginalutilitiesarelinearinpreferencehetero-
geneity.Thisestablishesapowerfulframeworkonwhichtobuildafullystochastic
revealed preference analysis.
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